Yeshiva University
All-Day Learning Program
Frequently Asked Questions

- *Who is the program for?* The All-Day Learning Program (ADLP) is geared towards students looking to completely immerse in learning three sedarim a day in the Yeshiva.

- *What does a typical day in the ADLP look like?* Morning seder and shiur [9am-2:30pm] and night seder [8pm-10pm] is like everyone else in the Yeshiva. The main difference for students in ADLP is as opposed to their colleagues who attend college courses in the afternoon, they are engaged in learning as part of afternoon seder [3pm-6:15pm].

- *Is there a set limmud and structure to the afternoon seder?* The afternoon seder is indeed structured with a limmud and shiur. Next year [5778] the limmud is Hilchos Shabbos – under the guidance of Rabbi Tanchum Cohen. He will be available during the afternoon, offer sources of study, give shiur once a week, and meet individually with students for personal spiritual guidance. Students in ADLP are combined with the students in the six-year BA/Semicha program during the afternoon seder.

- *Are there any bechinos?* There are bechinos for morning shiur, just like all students in the Yeshiva, Rebbeim typically offer a midterm and final exam.

- *How many years can a student enroll in ADLP?* Students can enroll in ADLP for one and at most two years and then transition into the college.

- *What is the tuition for the program?* Tuition is $6,000 per semester plus fees associated with room and board.

*OK. You’ve convinced me. How do I apply?*
www.yu.edu/academics/torah-studies/men

Bahatzlacha! Looking forward to seeing you at Yeshiva!